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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome 
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.


Step 1

First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome 
works best


Step 2

Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a 
default page like the one below


Step 3

Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section 
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the 
flappy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by 
step


Step 4

Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it 
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the 
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake


Step 5

Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when 
you change something, learn by doing


Step 6

Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one


Step 7

When you move onto section 2 making the flappy bird game then it is a 
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save 
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything. 
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you 


Quick Start
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When you first open up the web page in the browser you get a default 
page like this
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Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play 
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most. 
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are 
not sure then leave everything to the default settings. 





Looking at the buttons
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Unit #1 Particle Systems


Introduction

Simulating a particle system, this has some new methods of coding which 
are good to explore and use. This would also be a wonderful opportunity 
to develop into some very visual digital art. 
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Files needed for this unit (index.html!) and important for later on they 
need to be in this order


First:   particle.js

Second:   confetti.js

Third:   emitter.js

And finally:  sketch.js


The index.html files

index.html

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

  <head>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.4.0/p5.js"></script>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.4.0/addons/p5.sound.min.js"></script>

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">

    <meta charset="utf-8" />

  </head>

  <body>

    <script src="particle.js"></script>

    <script src="confetti.js"></script>

    <script src="emitter.js"></script>

    <script src="sketch.js"></script>

  </body>

</html>
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Like thus



The basic sketch from the wind force sketches, changing mover to particle, 
this applies to the index.html file as well. We will remove the wind force 
for now


Physics 2.1.1 basic sketch

sketch.js

let particle

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  particle = new Particle(200, 200)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  let gravity = createVector(0, 0.2)

  particle.applyForce(gravity)

  particle.update()

  particle.show() 

  particle.edges()

}
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The basic particle.js sketch


Physics 2.1.2 particle

particle.js

class Particle

{

  constructor(x, y)

  {

    this.pos = createVector(x, y)

    this.vel = createVector(0, 0)

    this.acc = createVector(0, 0)

  }

  

  edges()

  {

    if(this.pos.y >= height)

    {

      this.pos.y = height

      this.vel.y *= -1

    }

  }

  

  applyForce(force)

  {

    this.acc.add(force)

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.vel.add(this.acc)

    this.pos.add(this.vel)
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    this.acc.set(0, 0)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    circle(this.pos.x, this.pos.y, 20) 

  }

}
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A simple bouncing ball



Adding this.lifetime variable, a this.r for radius


Physics 2.1.3 lifetime of the particle

particle.js

class Particle

{

  constructor(x, y)

  {

    this.pos = createVector(x, y)

    this.vel = createVector(0, 0)

    this.acc = createVector(0, 0)

    this.r = 50

    this.lifetime = 255

  }

  

  edges()

  {

    if(this.pos.y >= height)

    {

      this.pos.y = height

      this.vel.y *= -1

    }

  }

  

  applyForce(force)

  {

    this.acc.add(force)

  }

  

  update()

  {
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    this.vel.add(this.acc)

    this.pos.add(this.vel)

    this.acc.set(0, 0)

    this.lifetime -= 1

  }

  

  show()

  {

    fill(255, this.lifetime)

    circle(this.pos.x, this.pos.y, this.r) 

  }

}
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Starts off full white and then slowly 
fades, still bouncing



We are going to make lots of particles


Notes

There is nothing to see until we give them different random velocities  

Physics 2.1.4 many particles

sketch.js

let particles = []

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  for (let i = 0; i < 100; i++)

  {

    particles.push(new Particle(200, 200))

  }

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  for (let particle of particles)

  {

    let gravity = createVector(0, 0.2)

    particle.applyForce(gravity)

    particle.update()

    particle.show() 

    particle.edges()

  }

}
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Making the particle smaller e.g. 5 and give them random initial velocity


Physics 2.1.5 random velocity

particle.js

class Particle

{

  constructor(x, y)

  {

    this.pos = createVector(x, y)

    this.vel = p5.Vector.random2D()

    this.vel.mult(random(1, 5))

    this.acc = createVector(0, 0)

    this.r = 5

    this.lifetime = 255

  }

  

  edges()

  {

    if(this.pos.y >= height)

    {

      this.pos.y = height

      this.vel.y *= -1

    }

  }

  

  applyForce(force)

  {

    this.acc.add(force)

  }

  

  update()
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  {

    this.vel.add(this.acc)

    this.pos.add(this.vel)

    this.acc.set(0, 0)

    this.lifetime -= 1

  }

  

  show()

  {

    fill(255, this.lifetime)

    circle(this.pos.x, this.pos.y, this.r) 

  }

}
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Lots and lots of them



Emitting lots of particles from one position. You will notice that after a 
while even though the particles fade it gets slower and slower because 
they aren’t being deleted and the array is getting bigger and bigger. The 
particle.js remains the same.


Physics 2.1.6 one position

sketch.js

let particles = []

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

// for (let i = 0; i < 100; i++)

//  {

//    particles.push(new Particle(200, 200))

//  } 

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < 5; i++)

  {

    particles.push(new Particle(200, 200))

  }

  for (let particle of particles)

  {

    let gravity = createVector(0, 0.2)

    particle.applyForce(gravity)

    particle.update()

    particle.show() 

    particle.edges()
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  }

}
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Notes

You should see it getting slower and slower as it tries to calculate an ever 
increasing number of particles
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All emitting from one spot 
continuously



In the particle.js sketch we include another function called finished() 
which returns true when this.lifetime is less than zero.


Physics 2.1.7 when finished

particle.js

class Particle

{

  constructor(x, y)

  {

    this.pos = createVector(x, y)

    this.vel = p5.Vector.random2D()

    this.vel.mult(random(1, 5))

    this.acc = createVector(0, 0)

    this.r = 5

    this.lifetime = 255

  }

  

  finished()

  {

    return (this.lifetime < 0)

  }

  

  edges()

  {

    if(this.pos.y >= height)

    {

      this.pos.y = height

      this.vel.y *= -1

    }

  }
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  applyForce(force)

  {

    this.acc.add(force)

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.vel.add(this.acc)

    this.pos.add(this.vel)

    this.acc.set(0, 0)

    this.lifetime -= 1

  }

  

  show()

  {

    fill(255, this.lifetime)

    circle(this.pos.x, this.pos.y, this.r) 

  }

}
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But actually we want to delete them from the array in sketch.js


Physics 2.1.8 deleting particles

sketch.js

let particles = []

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(600, 600)

  

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < 5; i++)

  {

    particles.push(new Particle(300, 300))

  }

  for (let particle of particles)

  {

    let gravity = createVector(0, 0.2)

    particle.applyForce(gravity)

    particle.update()

    particle.show() 

    particle.edges()

  }

  

  for (let i = particles.length-1; i >= 0; i--)

  {

    if (particles[i].finished())
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Notes

This is better, it still slows down a bit but doesn’t grind to halt. 


! KEEP ALL THE SKETCHES FOR THE NEXT PART ! 

    {

      particles.splice(i, 1)

    }

  }

}
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Unit #2 Emitters


Introduction

Previously we created a very simple particle system. In this section we are 
going to create an emitter class to add a greater dimension to the particle 
system. In sketch.j I would suggest starting that one again as you will see 
it is a very basic sketch (you will use particle.js much later on so all is not 
lost.  
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Start a new sketch is my suggestion. Using the above sketches we add 
another file emitter.js don’t forget to add it to the index.html if you haven’t 
already done so. There are a lot of changes to the sketch.js sketch but not 
to the particle.js. so below are all the completed changes to the sketch.js 
and emitter.js. all this does is bring us to the place where we left off in 
the previous example.  


Physics 2.2.1 basic sketches

sketch.js

let emitter

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  emitter = new Emitter(200, 200)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  emitter.emit(5)

  emitter.show()

  emitter.update()

}
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The emitter class in emitter.js remember to add the file and reference it in 
index.html


Physics 2.2.2 emitter class

emitter.js

class Emitter 

{

  constructor(x, y) 

  {

    this.position = createVector(x, y)

    this.particles = []

  }

  

  emit(num)

  {

    for (let i = 0; i < num; i++)

    {

      this.particles.push(new Particle(this.position.x, 
this.position.y))

    }

  }

  update() 

  {

    for (let particle of this.particles) 

    {

      let gravity = createVector(0, 0.2)

      particle.applyForce(gravity)

      particle.update()

    }

    for (let i = this.particles.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) 
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    {

      if (this.particles[i].finished()) 

      {

        this.particles.splice(i, 1)

      }

    }

  }

  show() 

  {

    for (let particle of this.particles) 

    {

      particle.show()

    }

  }

}
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The particles are emitting from one 
spot



Now to create an array of emitters. Also just move the emitter higher in 
the canvas


Physics 2.2.3 array of emitters

sketch.js

let emitters = []

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  emitters[0] = new Emitter(200, 30)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  for (let emitter of emitters)

  {

    emitter.emit(5)

    emitter.show()

    emitter.update()

  }

}
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A little higher



Adding the mousePressed() function to create new emitters where you 
click


Notes

Click on the canvas a few times, the more you click the more emitters you 
have and the slower it will be as it tries to cope with the demand


Physics 2.2.4 mouse pressed

sketch.js

let emitters = []

function mousePressed()

{

  emitters.push(new Emitter(mouseX, mouseY))

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

  for (let emitter of emitters)

  {

    emitter.emit(5)

    emitter.show()

    emitter.update()

  }

}
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Challenges

1 Add colours. 

2 Change the shape

3 Change the velocity

4 Change the lifetime etc 
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Click on the canvas to launch the 
emitter



Repurposing the particles.js. Using the original sketches from the previous 
example we extend the p5.Vector and remove pos. it inherits everything 
from p5.Vector


Physics 2.2.5 repurposing the particles

particle.js

class Particle extends p5.Vector

{

  constructor(x, y)

  {

    super(x, y)

    this.vel = p5.Vector.random2D()

    this.vel.mult(random(1, 3))

    this.acc = createVector(0, 0)

    this.r = 10

    this.lifetime = 255

  }

  

  finished()

  {

    return (this.lifetime < 0)

  }

  

  edges()

  {

    if(this.y >= height)

    {

      this.y = height

      this.vel.y *= -1

    }

  }
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Notes

Suggest going into sketch.js and making the background 100 

  applyForce(force)

  {

    this.acc.add(force)

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.vel.add(this.acc)

    this.add(this.vel)

    this.acc.set(0, 0)

    this.lifetime -= 1

  }

  

  show()

  {

    fill(255, this.lifetime)

    stroke(255, this.lifetime)

    circle(this.x, this.y, this.r) 

  }

}
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Taking out the stroke and darkening 
the background



Add a class to extend particle in confetti.js. However, note that when you 
add it to the index.html file the order matters so make sure it is after 
particle.js. if you are having problems you must have them in this order... 


1 particle.js

2 confetti.js

3 emitter.js

4 sketch.js


Physics 2.2.6 adding confetti

index.html

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

  <head>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.4.0/p5.js"></script>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.4.0/addons/p5.sound.min.js"></script>

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">

    <meta charset="utf-8" />

  </head>

  <body>

    <script src="particle.js"></script>

    <script src="confetti.js"></script>

    <script src="emitter.js"></script>

    <script src="sketch.js"></script>

  </body>

</html>
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This still won’t produce squares we need to change emitter.js


confetti.js

class Confetti extends Particle

{

  constructor(x, y)

  {

    super(x, y)

    this.angle = random(TWO_PI)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    noStroke()

    fill(255, this.lifetime)

    push()

    translate(this.x, this.y)

    rotate(this.angle)

    square(0, 0, this.r)

    pop()   

  }

}
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Creating new confetti (square) particles rather than particle (circle) 
particles. But what if we want both at the same time?


Physics 2.2.7 squares

emitter.js

class Emitter 

{

  constructor(x, y) 

  {

    this.position = createVector(x, y)

    this.particles = []

  }

  

  emit(num)

  {

    for (let i = 0; i < num; i++)

    {

      this.particles.push(new Confetti(this.position.x, 
this.position.y))

    }

  }

  update() 

  {

    for (let particle of this.particles) 

    {

      let gravity = createVector(0, 0.2)

      particle.applyForce(gravity)

      particle.update()

    }

    for (let i = this.particles.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) 
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    {

      if (this.particles[i].finished()) 

      {

        this.particles.splice(i, 1)

      }

    }

  }

  show() 

  {

    for (let particle of this.particles) 

    {

      particle.show()

    }

  }

}
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Now they be squares



Now it will create a new particle or confetti 50% of the time


Physics 2.2.8 a 50%chance

emitter.js

class Emitter 

{

  constructor(x, y) 

  {

    this.position = createVector(x, y)

    this.particles = []

  }

  

  emit(num)

  {

    for (let i = 0; i < num; i++)

    {

      if (random(1) < 0.5)

      {

        this.particles.push(new Particle(this.position.x, 
this.position.y))

      }

      else

      {

        this.particles.push(new Confetti(this.position.x, 
this.position.y))

      }

    }

  }

  update() 

  {

    for (let particle of this.particles) 
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Notes

Not very clear when the are so small, so suggest making them larger by 
changing the size from 5 to 10 in particle.js (this.r = 10) 

    {

      let gravity = createVector(0, 0.2)

      particle.applyForce(gravity)

      particle.update()

    }

    for (let i = this.particles.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) 

    {

      if (this.particles[i].finished()) 

      {

        this.particles.splice(i, 1)

      }

    }

  }

  show() 

  {

    for (let particle of this.particles) 

    {

      particle.show()

    }

  }

}
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Challenges

1 Create other shapes. 

2 Add different colours


!KEEP ALL THE SKETCHES SO FAR FOR THE NEXT PART! 
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Half are circles and half are squares



Unit #3 Smoke


Introduction

This will bring everything together to simulate smoke. You could easily see 
how you could create other effects from this example especially when 
using blend and tint. 
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Using the code for the emitter sketches (not inheritance), we start by 
changing the emitter class in regards to the forces (gravity etc) and create 
a new function applied force


Important: that you remove reference to confetti in emit(num)


Physics 2.3.1 gravity (part 1)

emitter.js

class Emitter 

{

  constructor(x, y) 

  {

    this.position = createVector(x, y)

    this.particles = []

  }

  

  emit(num)

  {

    for (let i = 0; i < num; i++)

    {

      this.particles.push(new Particle(this.position.x, 
this.position.y))

    }

  }

  

  applyForce(force)

  {

    for (let particle of this.particles) 

    {

      particle.applyForce(force)

    }

  }
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Notes

There is no gravity that is why 

  update() 

  {

    for (let particle of this.particles) 

    {

      particle.update()

    }

    for (let i = this.particles.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) 

    {

      if (this.particles[i].finished()) 

      {

        this.particles.splice(i, 1)

      }

    }

  }

  show() 

  {

    for (let particle of this.particles) 

    {

      particle.show()

    }

  }

}
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Now they explode in all directions 
when you click on the canvas



Also change the sketch.js so that it just emits from the centre and there 
is no need to mouse click, it might be easier to type everything from 
scratch in sketch.js but you should get the particles coming from the 
centre of the canvas radiating outwards in all directions. Next we will add 
a force


gravity (part 2)

sketch.js

let emitter

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  emitter = new Emitter(200, 200)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(100)

  emitter.emit(1)

  emitter.show()

  emitter.update()

}
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Emanating from the centre no need to 
click



We want a force that points upwards (smoke like particles), also move it 
down to floor


Physics 2.3.2 upwards force

sketch.js

let emitter

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  emitter = new Emitter(200, 390)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(100)

  let force = createVector(0, -0.1)

  emitter.applyForce(force)

  emitter.emit(1)

  emitter.show()

  emitter.update()

}
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Now flowing upwards



Add a bit of wind and make it easier to see


Physics 2.3.3 wind

sketch.js

let emitter

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  emitter = new Emitter(200, 390)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(100)

  let force = createVector(0, -0.1)

  emitter.applyForce(force)

  let wind = createVector(0.1, 0)

  emitter.applyForce(wind)

  emitter.emit(1)

  emitter.show()

  emitter.update()

}
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Moving with the wind



Now to add the particle texture. We are going to make our own, so save 
what you have done, open a new sketch. When you run the code it will (or 
should) download a png image called texture, save it to your desktop. You 
will need to drag and drop later


Physics 2.3.4 particle texture png

A particle png sketch.js

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(50, 50)

  pixelDensity(1)

  background(0)

  loadPixels()

  const cx = width / 2

  const cy = height / 2

  const maxD = width / 2

  for (let i = 0; i < width; i++) 

  {

    for (let j = 0; j < height; j++) 

    {

      const d = dist(cx, cy, i, j)

      const b = map(d, 0, maxD, 255, 0)

      let index = (i + j * width) * 4

      pixels[index] = 255

      pixels[index + 1] = 255

      pixels[index + 2] = 255

      pixels[index + 3] = b

    }

  }

  updatePixels()

  save("texture.png")

}
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Notes

You should instantly get a downloaded png image called texture, find it and 
get ready yo add it to a folder we will call images when we go back to 
the emitter sketches 
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Go back to your saved emitter sketches!


We need to add the image to the sketch first. First create a folder and 
call it images, in that folder upload file, this will give you a box to drag 
and drop the image on your desktop. It should have the name texture. 
When you have dragged and dropped you should see it appear in the 
images folder. The sketch below preloads the image. The line of code 
image(img, 0, 0) is just to check it is there and it is transparent by 
changing the background to a colour. You can delete it if everything is OK




Physics 2.3.5 textured image
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Just a gentle reminder



Loading the image (img) 


And here in the sketch

sketch.js

let emitter

let img

function preload()

{

  img = loadImage('images/texture.png')

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  emitter = new Emitter(200, 390)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(100)

  image(img, 0, 0)

  let force = createVector(0, -0.1)

  emitter.applyForce(force)

  let wind = createVector(0.1, 0)

  emitter.applyForce(wind)

  emitter.emit(1)

  emitter.show()

  emitter.update()

}
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This is what you should see, the 
texture png in the top left  hand 

corner



Replacing the circle with the texture in particle.js and making a few other 
adjustments. There is no fade at this point, that comes next


Physics 2.3.6 image (part 1)

particle.js

class Particle

{

  constructor(x, y)

  {

    this.pos = createVector(x, y)

    this.vel = p5.Vector.random2D()

    this.vel.mult(random(1, 3))

    this.acc = createVector(0, 0)

    this.r = 50

    this.lifetime = 255

  }

  

  finished()

  {

    return (this.lifetime < 0)

  }

  

  edges()

  {

    if(this.pos.y >= height)

    {

      this.pos.y = height

      this.vel.y *= -1

    }

  }
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  applyForce(force)

  {

    this.acc.add(force)

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.vel.add(this.acc)

    this.pos.add(this.vel)

    this.acc.set(0, 0)

    this.lifetime -= 1

  }

  

  show()

  {

    imageMode(CENTER)

    image(img, this.pos.x, this.pos.y, this.r, this.r)

  }

}
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Looks nice



Fading the image particle (texture image), this now moves so slowly, 
painfully slowly


Physics 2.3.7 fade

particle.js

class Particle

{

  constructor(x, y)

  {

    this.pos = createVector(x, y)

    this.vel = p5.Vector.random2D()

    this.vel.mult(random(1, 3))

    this.acc = createVector(0, 0)

    this.r = 50

    this.lifetime = 255

  }

  

  finished()

  {

    return (this.lifetime < 0)

  }

  

  edges()

  {

    if(this.pos.y >= height)

    {

      this.pos.y = height

      this.vel.y *= -1

    }

  }
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  applyForce(force)

  {

    this.acc.add(force)

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.vel.add(this.acc)

    this.pos.add(this.vel)

    this.acc.set(0, 0)

    this.lifetime -= 6

  }

  

  show()

  {

    tint(255, this.lifetime)

    imageMode(CENTER)

    image(img, this.pos.x, this.pos.y, this.r, this.r)

  }

}
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Even better



We can blend colours with blendMode(), it adds the together they get 
brighter, this is added in sketch.js


Physics 2.3.8 blend

sketch.js

let emitter

let img

function preload()

{

  img = loadImage('images/texture.png')

}

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  emitter = new Emitter(200, 390)

}

function draw() 

{

  clear()

  background(100)

  // image(img, 0, 0)

  blendMode(ADD)

  let force = createVector(0, -0.1)

  emitter.applyForce(force)

  let wind = createVector(0.1, 0)

  emitter.applyForce(wind)

  emitter.emit(1)

  emitter.show()

  emitter.update()

}
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The blending effect



In the particle.js we can add a bit of colour and experiment. 


Physics 2.3.9 experiment with colour

particle.js

class Particle

{

  constructor(x, y)

  {

    this.pos = createVector(x, y)

    this.vel = p5.Vector.random2D()

    this.vel.mult(random(1, 3))

    this.acc = createVector(0, 0)

    this.r = 50

    this.lifetime = 255

  }

  

  finished()

  {

    return (this.lifetime < 0)

  }

  

  edges()

  {

    if(this.pos.y >= height)

    {

      this.pos.y = height

      this.vel.y *= -1

    }

  }

  

  applyForce(force)
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  {

    this.acc.add(force)

  }

  

  update()

  {

    this.vel.add(this.acc)

    this.pos.add(this.vel)

    this.acc.set(0, 0)

    this.lifetime -= 6

  }

  

  show()

  {

    tint(255, 100, 10, this.lifetime)

    imageMode(CENTER)

    image(img, this.pos.x, this.pos.y, this.r, this.r)

  }

}
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Challenges

1 Try different combinations of colours

2 Alter the size of the particle (e.g this.r = 100)
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Looks like a real fire (in colour)


